Over the last 20 years, intensive investigation and multiple clinical successes targeting protein kinases, mostly for cancer treatment, have identified small molecule kinase inhibitors as a prominent therapeutic class. In the course of those investigations, radiolabeled kinase inhibitors for positron emission tomography (PET) imaging have been synthesized and evaluated as diagnostic imaging probes for cancer characterization. Given that inhibitor coverage of the kinome is continuously expanding, in vivo PET imaging will likely find increasing applications for therapy monitoring and receptor density studies both in-and outside of oncological conditions. Early investigated radiolabeled inhibitors, which are mostly based on clinically approved tyrosine kinase inhibitor (TKI) isotopologues, have now entered clinical trials. Novel radioligands for cancer and PET neuroimaging originating from novel but relevant target kinases are currently being explored in preclinical studies. This article reviews the literature involving radiotracer design, radiochemistry approaches, biological tracer evaluation and nuclear imaging results of radiolabeled kinase inhibitors for PET reported between 2010 and mid-2015. Aspects regarding the usefulness of pursuing selective vs. promiscuous inhibitor scaffolds and the inherent challenges associated with intracellular enzyme imaging will be discussed.
Introduction
Through mediation of crucial signal transduction pathways, the catalytic activity of kinases lies at the cornerstone of a myriad of cellular functions and regulates various cellular processes including differentiation, apoptosis, proliferation and metabolism. The last quarter century has witnessed fundamental discoveries and prominent advances in protein and lipid kinase function and inhibition. The FDA approval of the Bcr-Abl inhibitor imatinib in 2001 and subsequent clinical successes in the treatment of chronic myeloid leukemia (CML) marked the emergence and rapid growth of small molecule kinase inhibitors as a novel therapeutic instrument for cancer treatment [1, 2] . As of July 2015, a total of 29 small molecule kinase inhibitors, mostly aimed at tyrosine kinases for the management of neoplastic diseases, have been approved [3, 4] . It is remarkable that 20 of those approvals were completed from 2011 onward. Undoubtedly, kinase inhibitors currently constitute one of the most keenly investigated therapeutic classes. Yet, approved kinase inhibitors converge around very narrow pharmacophores and targets, often derived from previously successful inhibitors, and represent only a minute fraction of the structural diversity globally encountered Representative examples of the primary types of small molecule kinase inhibitors including a DFG-in irreversible inhibitor. Kinases are shown in grey, the activation loops in burgundy, the glycine-rich loops in blue and the DFG motif in red (sticks). The carbon atoms of the inhibitors and the ATP are respectively represented in cyan and green (a-c); The chemical structures and schematic binding modes of the inhibitors are depicted. For inhibitors that have been radiolabeled for PET imaging, the position of the radionuclide (carbon-11 and fluorine-18) is indicated with a black arrow (e-g); (a,e) Type I inhibitor; co-crystal structure of erlotinib bound to epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) (DFG-in) (PDB ID: 1M17); (b,f) Type I inhibitor (irreversible); co-crystal structure of Afatinib bound to EGFR T790M (DFG-in) (PDB ID: 4G5P); (c,g) Type II inhibitor; co-crystal structure of imatinib bound to Bcr-Abl (DFG-out) (PDB ID: 1IEP); (d,h) Type III inhibitor; co-crystal structure of Tak-733 bound to MEK1 (DFG-in) (PDB ID: 3PP1).
Figure 1.
Representative examples of the primary types of small molecule kinase inhibitors including a DFG-in irreversible inhibitor. Kinases are shown in grey, the activation loops in burgundy, the glycine-rich loops in blue and the DFG motif in red (sticks). The carbon atoms of the inhibitors and the ATP are respectively represented in cyan and green (a-c); The chemical structures and schematic binding modes of the inhibitors are depicted. For inhibitors that have been radiolabeled for PET imaging, the position of the radionuclide (carbon-11 and fluorine-18) is indicated with a black arrow (e-g); (a,e) Type I inhibitor; co-crystal structure of erlotinib bound to epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) (DFG-in) (PDB ID: 1M17); (b,f) Type I inhibitor (irreversible); co-crystal structure of Afatinib bound to EGFR T790M (DFG-in) (PDB ID: 4G5P); (c,g) Type II inhibitor; co-crystal structure of imatinib bound to Bcr-Abl (DFG-out) (PDB ID: 1IEP); (d,h) Type III inhibitor; co-crystal structure of Tak-733 bound to MEK1 (DFG-in) (PDB ID: 3PP1).
Type III inhibitors interact with the allosteric pocket without overlapping with the hinge region ( Figure 1d ). In addition, more rarely encountered type IV inhibitors exploit binding sites distal from the ATP site [13, 14] .
Despite the relatively high response rates encountered within this drug class, only a minority of patients will ultimately benefit from kinase targeted therapy, due to target expression/engagement, mutation status and pharmacokinetic parameters [15] . Moreover, the initial response rates are hampered by drug resistance occurring over the course of treatment [16] . The identification of treatment-responsive patient subsets for a given inhibitor, and the validation of the most suitable lead candidates from emerging generations of inhibitors early in clinical settings constitute key challenges associated with the advancement and clinical use of kinase inhibitors. In this context, the implementation of nuclear imaging protocols as part of the clinical assessment of treatment response and the drug development process has emerged as a promising approach [17] [18] [19] . Positron emission tomography (PET) imaging is among the most successful in vivo imaging technologies currently in use. PET imaging relies on the coincidental detection of γ rays ensuing from annihilation events triggered by positron emitters incorporated into biologically relevant molecules. Small molecule radiotracers for PET are typically labeled with 18 F (t 1/2 = 109.8 min; 97% β + ; E max (β + ) = 0.64 MeV) or 11 C (t 1/2 = 20.3 min; 99.8% β + ; E max (β + ) = 0.96 MeV) and generate high resolution three-dimensional images showing the dynamic distribution of the molecular probe, thus allowing for the localization and quantification of specific biological targets non-invasively. PET imaging has found broad applications in oncology with the use of 18 [17, [20] [21] [22] . This approach though provides an indirect assessment for kinase inhibitor treatment response. A more targeted approach relies on the PET evaluation of radiolabeled small molecule inhibitors. Radiolabeled isotopologues of approved kinase inhibitors have the potential to differentiate responders from non-responders undergoing treatment similarly to [ 18 F]FDG. However, in this context, and in contrast to [ 18 F]FDG, the PET signal of interest ensues directly from the interaction of the radiolabeled inhibitor with one or more kinase targets. In the absence of acquired resistance which may compromise the binding of kinase inhibitors, in vivo PET imaging of radiolabeled approved drugs or drug candidates can in theory provide expedient data regarding spatiotemporal protein kinase expression. In addition, data relating to whole body distribution and metabolism of the radiolabeled compound may be obtained [18, 19] . Considering the magnitude of the kinase inhibitor field and the number of inhibitor development programs, it is clear that the use of radiolabeled inhibitors in early drug development stages can also assist in target identification and validation, while defining compound prioritization and target engagement based on robust in vivo data. From a more fundamental perspective, radiolabeled inhibitors taken from scaffolds under development may offer opportunities in neurology and neuro-oncology to measure brain penetration and to quantify kinase density in brain tissue under normal and pathological conditions.
As for radiotracers in general, stringent criteria have to be met in the design of radiolabeled protein kinase inhibitors [23] [24] [25] . These requirements are valid for the translation of both approved inhibitors and compounds selected from preclinical screenings. First, the intended molecule should display high affinity (typically low nanomolar to picomolar) for its target(s). This is of particular importance for ATP-competitive kinase inhibitors targeting kinases with low K M, ATP values (vide infra) due to the high cellular ATP concentrations (1-5 mM) [26] . Also, it is essential that the compounds be efficiently radiolabeled in high specific activity (SA) and useful radiochemical yields (RCYs) following a time-efficient procedure suitably matching the short half-life of the radionuclide used ( 18 F, 11 C, or 64 Cu). Kinase inhibitors are advantageous in this regard as they often contain readily available positions for labeling with 11 Figure 1e -f). Three of these compounds also contain fluorine atoms in activated ortho-or para-aryl positions. The majority of the approved inhibitors also bear additional potential, albeit more challenging, labeling sites such as asymmetrical ureas, non-activated fluoroaryl moieties and tolyl groups. Compounds identified in preclinical research can also be selected based on the availability of potential radiolabeling positions. In cases where no labeling position is evident, rational radiotracer design may be straightforward due to available crystallographic and structure-activity relationship (SAR) data-both of which are extensive in this field. It is also possible that a readily accessible radiolabeling position may not be suitable due to metabolic susceptibility. In such cases, 18 F-defluorination will lead to bone uptake while heteroatom demethylation, which is one of the primary CYP450 metabolic pathways, may liberate reactive 11 C-labeled side products, reducing signal-to-noise ratios and confounding the target-specific PET signal. It is therefore important to include the choice of position for labeling in a larger perspective which includes such in vivo considerations. Another important element to consider is selectivity. A large fraction of approved kinase inhibitors are not selective compounds [27, 28] . While multitargeted inhibitors may still translate into useful PET radiotracers in terms of biodistribution, metabolism and tumor imaging studies, their application outside of a "drug validation" paradigm may be more limited. Finally, when considering brain imaging with kinase inhibitors, multiple physicochemical properties including molecular weight, lipophilicity, polar surface area and hydrogen bond donors become increasingly important due to the restrictive blood brain barrier (BBB) [29, 30] . In previous years, excellent reviews have covered the topics of radiolabeled kinase inhibitors for PET imaging [25, 31] . Within such a rapidly growing field, the present review summarizes the work accomplished within the last 5 years and provides an overview of the current stage of the field.
Synthesis and Evaluation of Radiolabeled Small Molecule Kinase Inhibitors for PET Imaging

Radiolabeled Tyrosine Kinase Inhibitors
The ErbB tyrosine kinase family is composed of analogous receptors which include EGFR (Erb1B), HER2/neu (human epidermal growth factor receptor 2, ErbB2), HER3 (human epidermal growth factor receptor 3, ErbB3) and HER4 (human epidermal growth factor receptor 4, ErbB4). It is arguably the most investigated kinase group both in terms of signaling pathway mapping and drug development. Multiple inhibitors targeting ErbB receptors, which are often overexpressed or mutated in human cancer, have progressed into clinical research. Such compounds tend to bear a 4-anilinoquinazoline core as a preferred hinge-binding motif. Expectedly, 4-anilinoquinazoline-bearing ErbB inhibitors were also the first and most explored radiolabeled inhibitor class for PET imaging applications . Current applications in this class have converged around 11 C-and 18 F-isotopologues of clinically approved inhibitors which in some cases has helped fast-tracking the translation towards human imaging applications.
Gefitinib (Iressa , AstraZeneca) is a selective single-digit nanomolar EGFR inhibitor approved as a third line of treatment in patients with non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC). Positive clinical response to gefitinib treatment is primarily dependent on two EGFR-activating mutations leading to ligand-independent activation (the L858R mutation and exon 19 deletions). These mutations significantly reduce ATP affinity for EGFR while simultaneously increasing inhibitor affinity which elicits a favorable initial treatment response [53] .
Subsequent mutation events (e.g., T790M) partially restore the affinity of ATP for EGFR and impair type-I EGFR inhibitor treatment such as gefitinib or erlotinib (Tarceva , OSI Pharmaceuticals), inevitably leading to resistance. Of importance, only 5%-20% of NSCLC patients carry EGFR-activating mutations [54] . Therefore, the pharmacokinetic evaluation of gefitinib and tumoral EGFR status imaging has been the initial driver in the development of radiolabeled versions of gefitinib [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] 3 OTf methylation of precursor 1 was evaluated in fibrosarcoma (NFSa)-bearing mice [59] . The murine origin of the NFSa cell line limits the relevance of the study in the context of human cancer. Moreover, although the tracer was shown to be stable and accumulated specifically in the tumor model (Figure 2b ), in vitro characterization of the NFSa cells failed to detect EGFR which suggests that in vivo specific tumor binding in this case may not be related to EGFR expression. Those results are in line with previous reports involving [ 18 F]gefitinib. In this case [ 18 F]gefitinib can be obtained following a 3-step procedure starting from the trimethylammonium triflate precursor 3 (Figure 2c ). An automated reliable procedure for routine production was recently reported which provides [ 18 F]gefitinib in 17.2%˘3.3% RCY (decay corrected, d.c., n = 22) and >99% radiochemical purity following a 2.5 h procedure [60] . Despite the lengthiness of this approach compared to the 11 C-labeling, the longer half-life of 18 F was justifiably considered advantageous. Unfortunately, in vivo, despite suitable in vitro profile and in vivo stability, [ 18 F]gefitinib failed to display uptake in various xenograft models derived from EGFR-expressing human cell lines including treatment responsive models (H3255 and H1975 cell lines) [56] . Both high non-specific binding due to the lipophilicity of the radiotracer, and efflux susceptibility from the ATP-binding cassette (ABC) transporter ABCB1 (P-glycoprotein) and ABCG2 (breast cancer resistance protein) have been put forward to explain the observed results [25, 56] . These transporters are highly expressed at the BBB, in excretory organs, and in many tumors and they constitute the primary efflux proteins responsible for the reduction of intracellular xenobiotic levels. Expression of ABCG2 is a well-known drug resistance mechanism in gefitinib treatment [61] . In light of the positive results obtained with [ 11 C]erlotinib which has similar lipophilicity, discussed below, it appears likely that the lack of EGFR-specific signal in microdosing PET experiments with [ 11 C]/[ 18 F]gefitinib ensues mainly from efflux mechanisms. In fact, whereas both gefitinib and erlotinib are known dual ABCB1/ABCG2 substrates, gefitinib efflux susceptibility is significantly more pronounced compared to erlotinib, as demonstrated by comparative MDCKII permeability experiments [62] . (Figure 2c ). An automated reliable procedure for routine production was recently reported which provides [ 18 F]gefitinib in 17.2% ± 3.3% RCY (decay corrected, d.c., n = 22) and >99% radiochemical purity following a 2.5 h procedure [60] . Despite the lengthiness of this approach compared to the 11 C-labeling, the longer half-life of 18 F was justifiably considered advantageous. Unfortunately, in vivo, despite suitable in vitro profile and in vivo stability, [ 18 F]gefitinib failed to display uptake in various xenograft models derived from EGFR-expressing human cell lines including treatment responsive models (H3255 and H1975 cell lines) [56] . Both high non-specific binding due to the lipophilicity of the radiotracer, and efflux susceptibility from the ATP-binding cassette (ABC) transporter ABCB1 (P-glycoprotein) and ABCG2 (breast cancer resistance protein) have been put forward to explain the observed results [25, 56] . These transporters are highly expressed at the BBB, in excretory organs, and in many tumors and they constitute the primary efflux proteins responsible for the reduction of intracellular xenobiotic levels. Expression of ABCG2 is a well-known drug resistance mechanism in gefitinib treatment [61] . In light of the positive results obtained with [ 11 C]erlotinib which has similar lipophilicity, discussed below, it appears likely that the lack of EGFR-specific signal in microdosing PET experiments with [ 11 C]/[ 18 F]gefitinib ensues mainly from efflux mechanisms. In fact, whereas both gefitinib and erlotinib are known dual ABCB1/ABCG2 substrates, gefitinib efflux susceptibility is significantly more pronounced compared to erlotinib, as demonstrated by comparative MDCKII permeability experiments [62] . Taking advantage of these observations, two distinct studies, first using [ 11 C]gefitinib [63] and more recently using [ 18 F]gefitinib [64] , have explored the ABCB1/ABCG2-mediated brain penetration of radiolabeled gefitinib. In the most recent study, the brain penetration of [ 18 F]gefitinib was shown to be limited by both transporters in a synergistic manner using Abcb1a/1b −/− , Abcg2 −/− and Abcb1a/1b; Abcg2 −/− mice (Figure 3a,b) . Pretreatment with the dual ABCB1/ABCG2 inhibitor elacridar (10 mg/kg) led to enhanced brain penetration of the radiotracer in wild-type mice. With the limited availability of 18 F-labeled PET radioligands targeting both ABCB1/ABCG2 and the promising clinical applications for such probes, this study suggests the repurposing of [ 18 F]gefitinib as an imaging agent for the assessment of ABCB1/ABCG2 activity in the context of CNS diseases. [ 18 F]Gefitinib may also be applicable for the quantification of drug-drug interactions (DDIs) at the BBB. As it appears likely that upcoming studies will explore these avenues, work towards the validation of this potential application will be positively influenced by the fact that gefitinib is already well established in the clinic. Taking advantage of these observations, two distinct studies, first using [ 11 C]gefitinib [63] and more recently using [ 18 F]gefitinib [64] , have explored the ABCB1/ABCG2-mediated brain penetration of radiolabeled gefitinib. In the most recent study, the brain penetration of [ 18 F]gefitinib was shown to be limited by both transporters in a synergistic manner using Abcb1a/1b´{´, Abcg2´{á nd Abcb1a/1b;Abcg2´{´mice (Figure 3a,b) . Pretreatment with the dual ABCB1/ABCG2 inhibitor elacridar (10 mg/kg) led to enhanced brain penetration of the radiotracer in wild-type mice. With the limited availability of 18 F-labeled PET radioligands targeting both ABCB1/ABCG2 and the promising clinical applications for such probes, this study suggests the repurposing of [ 18 F]gefitinib as an imaging agent for the assessment of ABCB1/ABCG2 activity in the context of CNS diseases.
[ 18 F]Gefitinib may also be applicable for the quantification of drug-drug interactions (DDIs) at the BBB. As it appears likely that upcoming studies will explore these avenues, work towards the validation of this potential application will be positively influenced by the fact that gefitinib is already well established in the clinic. Most recently, AstraZeneca reported on the preclinical development and validation of AZD3759, a brain penetrating orally active EGFR inhibitor currently undergoing a phase I clinical trial in patients with mutation positive NSCLC [62, 65] . This lead, derived from gefitinib, was rationally developed in order to mitigate the efflux transport at the BBB and offer a new line of treatment for the significant portion of NSCLC patients who will ultimately develop CNS metastases. A radiolabeled version of this inhibitor, [ 11 C]AZD3759 (Figure 3c ), was developed as part of a brain tissue engagement proof-ofprinciple PET microdosing study in cynomologus monkeys. The radiotracer showed excellent brain penetration in line with the favorable MDCKII permeability results. This preliminary study provides an unambiguous illustration of the potential of radiolabeled kinase inhibitors in drug development. It will be interesting to see if [ 11 C]AZD3759 can be applied to the imaging of brain metastases of EGFR inhibitor-responsive NSCLC cases or if it will be synthesized as an 18 F-labeled tracer in the near future. The identification of [ 11 C]AZD3759 also provides an alternative to ABCB1/ABCG2-substrate radiolabeled EGFR inhibitors for peripheral tumor imaging and could be used to validate the hypothesis that ABCB1/ABCG2 interaction has been the key determinant in the failure of [ 11 C]gefitinib and [ 18 F]gefitinib for peripheral tumor imaging in preclinical models.
Erlotinib (Tarceva ® , OSI Pharmaceutical) is a type-I EGFR inhibitor analogous to gefitinib, yet more potent and less selective, which is efficient in similar mutation-positive NSCLC patients (EGFR Kd = 0.67 nM) [27, 66] . As mentioned above, erlotinib has been radiolabeled with carbon-11 and evaluated favorably in an erlotinib-sensitive preclinical model using study designs comparable to those used for the radiolabeled gefitinib cases (Figure 4a ) [67] [68] [69] . Rapid clinical translation of [ 11 C]erlotinib provided promising preliminary results in two distinct studies with small NSCLC patient cohorts (10 and 13 patients) [70, 71] . In a first study, [ 11 C]erlotinib was shown to accumulate in malignant lesions and lymph node metastases of undefined mutation status. Interestingly, variation in [ 11 C]erlotinib accumulation in the primary tumor and metastatic sites within the same subject was observed, suggesting that a single biopsy may provide incomplete data for EGFR profiling, supporting the development of a [ 11 C]erlotinib-based imaging procedure for EGFR status assessment (Figure 4b,c) [70] . In a following proof-of-concept study, the correlative relationship between EGFR mutation status, in this case the 19 exon deletions, and [ 11 C]erlotinib tumor uptake was demonstrated [71] . Interestingly, [ 11 C]erlotinib was also shown to accumulate in an erlotinib-responsive brain metastatic lesion from a patient harboring an erlotinib-sensitized exon 19 deletion within the primary lung tumor (Figure 4d ) [72] . Most recently, AstraZeneca reported on the preclinical development and validation of AZD3759, a brain penetrating orally active EGFR inhibitor currently undergoing a phase I clinical trial in patients with mutation positive NSCLC [62, 65] . This lead, derived from gefitinib, was rationally developed in order to mitigate the efflux transport at the BBB and offer a new line of treatment for the significant portion of NSCLC patients who will ultimately develop CNS metastases. A radiolabeled version of this inhibitor, [ 11 C]AZD3759 (Figure 3c ), was developed as part of a brain tissue engagement proof-of-principle PET microdosing study in cynomologus monkeys. The radiotracer showed excellent brain penetration in line with the favorable MDCKII permeability results. This preliminary study provides an unambiguous illustration of the potential of radiolabeled kinase inhibitors in drug development. It will be interesting to see if [ 11 C]AZD3759 can be applied to the imaging of brain metastases of EGFR inhibitor-responsive NSCLC cases or if it will be synthesized as an 18 F-labeled tracer in the near future. The identification of [ 11 C]AZD3759 also provides an alternative to ABCB1/ABCG2-substrate radiolabeled EGFR inhibitors for peripheral tumor imaging and could be used to validate the hypothesis that ABCB1/ABCG2 interaction has been the key determinant in the failure of [ 11 C]gefitinib and [ 18 F]gefitinib for peripheral tumor imaging in preclinical models.
Erlotinib (Tarceva , OSI Pharmaceutical) is a type-I EGFR inhibitor analogous to gefitinib, yet more potent and less selective, which is efficient in similar mutation-positive NSCLC patients (EGFR K d = 0.67 nM) [27, 66] . As mentioned above, erlotinib has been radiolabeled with carbon-11 and evaluated favorably in an erlotinib-sensitive preclinical model using study designs comparable to those used for the radiolabeled gefitinib cases (Figure 4a ) [67] [68] [69] . Rapid clinical translation of [ 11 C]erlotinib provided promising preliminary results in two distinct studies with small NSCLC patient cohorts (10 and 13 patients) [70, 71] . In a first study, [ 11 C]erlotinib was shown to accumulate in malignant lesions and lymph node metastases of undefined mutation status. Interestingly, variation in [ 11 C]erlotinib accumulation in the primary tumor and metastatic sites within the same subject was observed, suggesting that a single biopsy may provide incomplete data for EGFR profiling, supporting the development of a [ 11 C]erlotinib-based imaging procedure for EGFR status assessment (Figure 4b ,c) [70] . In a following proof-of-concept study, the correlative relationship between EGFR mutation status, in this case the 19 exon deletions, and [ 11 C]erlotinib tumor uptake was demonstrated [71] . Interestingly, [ 11 C]erlotinib was also shown to accumulate in an erlotinib-responsive brain metastatic lesion from a patient harboring an erlotinib-sensitized exon 19 deletion within the primary lung tumor (Figure 4d ) [72] . The potential of [ 11 C]erlotinib to image brain metastases in this context may be driven by the fact that those patients may already present a compromised BBB. Collectively, these three studies supported further investigation towards PET-driven personalized therapy based on the EGFR status in larger clinical studies. However, Traxl et al., recently presented data evidencing potential problems with the use of [ 11 C]erlotinib for this purpose [73] . [ 11 C]Erlotinib brain distribution was shown to be substantially superior in Abcb1a/1b;Abcg2´{´mice than previously described with [ 18 F]gefitinib. Elacridar pretreatment (10 mg/kg) in wild type mice restored brain uptake levels comparable to Abcb1a/1b;Abcg2´{´mice, an effect which was only partial using the same dosing with [ 18 F]gefitinib. This difference may be related in part to the fact the [ 18 F]gefitinib study [64] The comparative in vivo evaluation of [ 11 C]erlotinib with the irreversible inhibitor [ 18 F]afatinib has been recently described in mutation sensitized and wild-type EGFR-expressing tumor bearing mice [74] . Although irreversible radiolabeled EGFR inhibitors have been previously described, in vivo data and preclinical validation in relevant tumor-bearing models have been limited so far [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] . Afatinib (Gilotrif ® , Boehringer Ingelheim) is a type I EGFR, ErbB2/HER2, and ErbB4/HER4 inhibitor, which displays low nanomolar affinity for EGFR L858R/T790M in contrast to first generation EGFR inhibitors. Afatinib covalently and irreversibly reacts with hinge proximal cysteine residues ( Figure 5a ) [75] . Afatinib also displays off-ErbB selectivity comparable to first generation inhibitors such as gefitinib [75] . The radiosynthesis of [ 18 The comparative in vivo evaluation of [ 11 C]erlotinib with the irreversible inhibitor [ 18 F]afatinib has been recently described in mutation sensitized and wild-type EGFR-expressing tumor bearing mice [74] . Although irreversible radiolabeled EGFR inhibitors have been previously described, in vivo data and preclinical validation in relevant tumor-bearing models have been limited so far [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] . Afatinib (Gilotrif , Boehringer Ingelheim) is a type I EGFR, ErbB2/HER2, and ErbB4/HER4 inhibitor, which displays low nanomolar affinity for EGFR L858R/T790M in contrast to first generation EGFR inhibitors. Afatinib covalently and irreversibly reacts with hinge proximal cysteine residues (Figure 5a ) [75] . Afatinib also displays off-ErbB selectivity comparable to first generation inhibitors such as gefitinib [75] . Figure 5a ) intermediate was used in a BOP-mediated condensation reaction with 4-quinazolinone precursor 10 instead of a chloro precursor due to the presence of the Michael acceptor side chain [76] . Despite the rather long radiosynthesis, [ 18 F]afatinib was obtained in sufficient RCYs for in vivo evaluation (17.0%˘2.5% RCY d.c.). Initial evaluation in A549 (wild-type EGFR) and HCC827 (exon 19 deletion EGFR) tumors showed moderate tumor uptake in both models (about or under 1%ID/g from 0-120 min p.i.). Unexpectedly, no difference in tumor uptake between these two cell lines was observed. As afatinib is a known P-gp substrate [77] , and immunohistochemical staining confirmed P-gp expression in both cell lines, the possible influence of efflux transporters to explain those results were addressed with a comparative evaluation of [ 18 F]afatinib with [ 11 C]erlotinib under baseline and tariquidar pretreament [74] . Overall, both tracers displayed similar tumor uptake kinetics and tumor-to-background ratios in three tumor models (including A549 and HCC827) at baseline. The only divergence from those results following tariquidar administration was observed in the HCC827 model with [ 18 F]afatinib which demonstrated significantly higher absolute tumor uptake (1.9%˘0.1%ID/g vs. 1.2%˘0.2%ID/g). Concomitant higher background (from contralateral tissue) however led to unaltered tumor-to-background ratios. Selective irreversible inhibitors may be advantageous compared to reversible ATP-competitive inhibitors in terms of residence time [78, 79] . It may be of interest to further explore the potential of this binding mode for in vivo PET imaging (see Figure 7) .
Molecules 2015, 20, page-page demonstrated significantly higher absolute tumor uptake (1.9% ± 0.1%ID/g vs. 1.2% ± 0.2%ID/g). Concomitant higher background (from contralateral tissue) however led to unaltered tumor-tobackground ratios. Selective irreversible inhibitors may be advantageous compared to reversible ATP-competitive inhibitors in terms of residence time [78, 79] . It may be of interest to further explore the potential of this binding mode for in vivo PET imaging (see Figure 7 ). PD153035 is an experimental EGFR inhibitor, prototypical of the 4-anilinoquinazoline scaffold [80] . Along with staurospaurine analogues [81] , [ 11 C]PD153035 (Figure 6a) is one of the first reported radiolabeled protein kinase inhibitors [34, 35, [82] [83] [84] . PET [ 11 C]PD153035 has been used in biodistribution and radiation dosimetry studies in humans [85] and PET/CT [ 11 C]PD153035 was validated as a noninvasive survival predictor in advanced chemotherapy-refractory NSCLC in a 21 patient cohort undergoing erlotinib treatment (Figure 6b ) [86] . A detailed metabolic investigation in rodents was also reported [87] . More recently, preliminary data detailing the potential of [ 11 C]PD153035 for EGFR-expressing glioma imaging has been reported [88] . In that study, [ 11 C]PD153035 tracer uptake correlated to EGFR expression irrespective of the mutation status. Although this tracer is also likely to be amongst the most investigated radiolabeled kinase inhibitors, more recent research in EGFR imaging has shifted towards approved derivatives. Its further use as a radiotracer for lung cancer or malignant gliomas may also be impeded by the same intrinsic limitations as mentioned above for other 4-anilinoquinazoline-based EGFR radiolabeled inhibitors which were not optimized for efflux transporter liabilities.
Lapatinib (Tykerb ® , GlaxoSmithKline) is a highly selective dual EGFR, ErbB2/HER2 inhibitor approved in combination therapy for the treatment of HER2-overexpressing advanced metastatic breast cancer. Different to other ErbB inhibitors described so far, lapatinib is a type-II inhibitor which interacts with the inactivated DFG-out kinase conformation of EGFR and HER2 [3] . In recent years, two radiolabeled versions of lapatinib have been described. The radiosynthesis of [ 18 F]lapatinib was PD153035 is an experimental EGFR inhibitor, prototypical of the 4-anilinoquinazoline scaffold [80] . Along with staurospaurine analogues [81] , [ 11 C]PD153035 (Figure 6a) is one of the first reported radiolabeled protein kinase inhibitors [34, 35, [82] [83] [84] . PET [ 11 C]PD153035 has been used in biodistribution and radiation dosimetry studies in humans [85] and PET/CT [ 11 C]PD153035 was validated as a noninvasive survival predictor in advanced chemotherapy-refractory NSCLC in a 21 patient cohort undergoing erlotinib treatment (Figure 6b ) [86] . A detailed metabolic investigation in rodents was also reported [87] . More recently, preliminary data detailing the potential of [ 11 C]PD153035 for EGFR-expressing glioma imaging has been reported [88] . In that study, [ 11 C]PD153035 tracer uptake correlated to EGFR expression irrespective of the mutation status. Although this tracer is also likely to be amongst the most investigated radiolabeled kinase inhibitors, more recent research in EGFR imaging has shifted towards approved derivatives. Its further use as a radiotracer for lung cancer or malignant gliomas may also be impeded by the same intrinsic limitations as mentioned above for other 4-anilinoquinazoline-based EGFR radiolabeled inhibitors which were not optimized for efflux transporter liabilities.
Lapatinib (Tykerb , GlaxoSmithKline) is a highly selective dual EGFR, ErbB2/HER2 inhibitor approved in combination therapy for the treatment of HER2-overexpressing advanced metastatic breast cancer. Different to other ErbB inhibitors described so far, lapatinib is a type-II inhibitor which interacts with the inactivated DFG-out kinase conformation of EGFR and HER2 [3] . In recent years, two radiolabeled versions of lapatinib have been described. Figure 6d ) [90] . Since this clinical trial was directed at the exploration of brain and CNS metastasis penetration of lapatinib in breast cancer patients with secondary brain tumors, the carbon-11 option may have been preferred in order to exclude potential confounding factors due to defluorination issues leading to cranial 18 F´deposition. (Figure 6c ). With lapatinib being a known ABCB1/ABCG2 substrate [91] , it was hypothesized that therapeutic doses could partially saturate these efflux transporters and enhance brain uptake. However, [ 11 C]lapatinib PET following lapatinib administration at therapeutic doses did not result in enhanced brain penetration suggesting that prophylactic treatment with lapatinib to prevent brain metastasis formation is likely to prove unsuccessful. It is interesting to note, as did the authors of this study, that the earlier completion of this study would have provided valuable information to a larger concomitant study attempting to determine the possible prophylactic potential of lapatinib in HER2-positive metastatic breast cancer patients [92] . This illustrates furthermore the potential of radiolabeled kinase inhibitors in the drug development process. (Figure 6c ). With lapatinib being a known ABCB1/ABCG2 substrate [91] , it was hypothesized that therapeutic doses could partially saturate these efflux transporters and enhance brain uptake. However, [ 11 C]lapatinib PET following lapatinib administration at therapeutic doses did not result in enhanced brain penetration suggesting that prophylactic treatment with lapatinib to prevent brain metastasis formation is likely to prove unsuccessful. It is interesting to note, as did the authors of this study, that the earlier completion of this study would have provided valuable information to a larger concomitant study attempting to determine the possible prophylactic potential of lapatinib in HER2-positive metastatic breast cancer patients [92] . This illustrates furthermore the potential of radiolabeled kinase inhibitors in the drug development process. Within the last five years, multiple additional experimental type-I ErbB inhibitors exclusively based on the 4-anilinoquinazoline scaffold were synthesized and in some instances evaluated in vivo in preclinical settings [49, [93] [94] [95] [96] [97] [98] [99] [100] [101] . In addition to the data presented for [ 18 Within the last five years, multiple additional experimental type-I ErbB inhibitors exclusively based on the 4-anilinoquinazoline scaffold were synthesized and in some instances evaluated in vivo in preclinical settings [49, [93] [94] [95] [96] [97] [98] [99] [100] [101] . In addition to the data presented for [ 18 Figure 7 ), but no imaging data accompanied the report relating this radiosynthesis [98] . As can be expected, despite in some instances similar pre-clinical data with these experimental inhibitors as compared to approved radiolabeled compounds, these efforts have still remained at preclinical levels years after their original publication. Overall, 4-anilinoquinazoline-based inhibitors remain the only ErbB radiotracer scaffold explored to date. In this context, the radiolabeling and validation of emerging non-4-anilinoquinazoline ErbB inhibitor scaffolds may prove advantageous [102] [103] [104] [105] . Inhibitors of the vascular endothelial growth factor receptors (VEGFR1, VEGFR2, VEGFR3), frequently overexpressed in human cancers, have been extensively explored and proven clinically beneficial for the blocking of critical tumoral angiogenic and growth pathways. Approved inhibitors having VEGFRs as their primary kinase targets include: sorafenib (Nexavar ® , Bayer), sunitinib (Sutent ® , Pfizer), pazopanib (Votrient ® , GlaxoSmithKline), axitinib (Inlyta ® , Pfizer), regorafenib (Stivarga ® , Bayer), nintedanib (Ofev ® , Boehringer Ingelheim), lenvatinib (Lenvima ® , Eisai Inc.) and vandetanib (Caprelsa ® , AstraZeneca) [3] . Inhibitors of this class tend to display various levels of promiscuity, disrupting several non-VEGFR kinases in similar nanomolar potencies, including the platelet-derived growth factor receptor (PDFGR), c-Kit, Fms-like tyrosine kinase 3 (Flt-3), RET, TIE-2 and Raf kinases [27, 28, [106] [107] [108] [109] [110] . Despite the fact that the translation of these polypharmacological inhibitors into PET radiotracers may still generate useful results for tumor imaging (where many such kinases may be overexpressed in parallel), these probes are likely to be of limited use as tools to elucidate VEGFR expression selectively.
Derivatives or isotopologues of vandetanib [111] [112] [113] , sorafenib [114, 115] , sunitinib [116] and nintedanib [117] as well as preclinical leads [118] [119] [120] [113] . A major preclinical contribution by Li and colleagues [111] recently demonstrated the promising potential of a 64 Cu-labeled vandetanib-based dimer probe ([ 64 Cu]24) using the U-87MG tumor xenograft model (Figure 8b ; t1/2 64 Cu = 12.7 h) [111] . Although previous EGFR inhibitors have been labeled with 99m Tc for SPECT [121] (but not evaluated in vivo), this is the first instance of both a 64 24 showed rapid and lasting specific accumulation into the U-87MG tumors (3.84% ± 0.05%ID/g, 24 h p.i.), (Figure 8c,d) . Tumor-to-muscle ratio was optimal at ~5 h post injection (p.i.) (~40) and decreased thereafter, but remained >30 until the last time point imaged (24 h p.i.). Such ratios are significantly superior to what is typically observed with small molecule kinase inhibitors labeled with carbon-11 or fluorine-18 within the Chemical structures of recently identified and evaluated ErbB-1/ErbB-2/ErbB-3 kinase inhibitors.
Inhibitors of the vascular endothelial growth factor receptors (VEGFR1, VEGFR2, VEGFR3), frequently overexpressed in human cancers, have been extensively explored and proven clinically beneficial for the blocking of critical tumoral angiogenic and growth pathways. Approved inhibitors having VEGFRs as their primary kinase targets include: sorafenib (Nexavar , Bayer), sunitinib (Sutent , Pfizer), pazopanib (Votrient , GlaxoSmithKline), axitinib (Inlyta , Pfizer), regorafenib (Stivarga , Bayer), nintedanib (Ofev , Boehringer Ingelheim), lenvatinib (Lenvima , Eisai Inc.) and vandetanib (Caprelsa , AstraZeneca) [3] . Inhibitors of this class tend to display various levels of promiscuity, disrupting several non-VEGFR kinases in similar nanomolar potencies, including the platelet-derived growth factor receptor (PDFGR), c-Kit, Fms-like tyrosine kinase 3 (Flt-3), RET, TIE-2 and Raf kinases [27, 28, [106] [107] [108] [109] [110] . Despite the fact that the translation of these polypharmacological inhibitors into PET radiotracers may still generate useful results for tumor imaging (where many such kinases may be overexpressed in parallel), these probes are likely to be of limited use as tools to elucidate VEGFR expression selectively.
Derivatives or isotopologues of vandetanib [111] [112] [113] , sorafenib [114, 115] , sunitinib [116] and nintedanib [117] as well as preclinical leads [118] [119] [120] have been radiolabeled for PET imaging. The initial radiosynthesis and evaluation of the vandetanib analogue R-[ 11 C]PAQ in the genetically modified metastatic MMTV-PyMT mice model showed only marginal tumor uptake (Figure 8a) (Figure 8c,d) . Tumor-to-muscle ratio was optimal at~5 h post injection (p.i.) (~40) and decreased thereafter, but remained >30 until the last time point imaged (24 h p.i. Sorafenib is a multikinase type-II inhibitor which was initially labeled at the carbonyl position using [114] . The tracer [carbonyl-11 C]sorafenib was obtained in RCYs of 8%-11% (from [ 11 C]CO2) in a 40 min synthesis using precursor 25 (Figure 8a) . No tumor imaging results were presented but injection in Abcb1a/1b;Abcg2 −/− mice confirmed that sorafenib brain accumulation is limited by both transporters [123] . A second study by Poot and colleagues delineated an alternative route towards [carbonyl-11 C]sorafenib making use a [ 11 C]carbon monoxide rhodium-mediated carbonylation reaction [115] . This approach delivered [carbonyl-11 C]sorafenib in higher RCY (27%) than the [ 11 C]phosgene synthesis but was abandoned in favor of a more straightforward and reliable [ 11 C]CH3I methylation synthesis as both radiotracers were shown to be similarly stable in vivo ([methyl-11 C]sorafenib, Figure 9b ). This alternative tracer, [methyl-11 C]sorafenib, was obtained in 60% RCY (d.c.) and evaluated in three xenografts from cell lines characterized for Raf-1 expression. Of those, only the renal cancer cell line RXF393 xenografts showed modest tumor uptake over the background signal (2.52% ± 0.33%ID/g, 7.5 min p.i.). The limited tumor uptake and tumor-to-background ratios with this probe may be related to its inherent promiscuity and the influence of efflux transporters. Neither data regarding the expression in the tested xenograft models of other high affinity kinase targets of sorafenib (which include VEGFR) nor Figure 8a) . No tumor imaging results were presented but injection in Abcb1a/1b;Abcg2´{´mice confirmed that sorafenib brain accumulation is limited by both transporters [123] . A second study by Poot and colleagues delineated an alternative route towards [carbonyl-11 C]sorafenib making use a [ 11 C]carbon monoxide rhodium-mediated carbonylation reaction [115] . This approach delivered [carbonyl-11 C]sorafenib in higher RCY (27%) than the [ 11 C]phosgene synthesis but was abandoned in favor of a more straightforward and reliable Imatinib was the first FDA approved kinase inhibitor and initially approved for the treatment of CML via Bcr-Abl inhibiton. Imatinib also strongly inhibits c-Kit and PDGFR but shows a fairly good selectivity outside those targets. The DFG-out binding mode of imatinib was a serendipitous discovery that served as a foundation in the development of inhibitors targeting inactive kinase conformations [1] . The initial [ 11 C]imatinib PET study delineated biodistribution and pharmacokinetic data including low brain uptake compatible with active transporter efflux in baboons, but was not followed by advanced preclinical experiments using tumor-bearing mice (Figure 10a ) [124] . Instead, [ 18 F]SKI696, a fluorinated imatinib surrogate [125] , and [ 124 I]SKI230 [126] , were both developed and shown to accumulate moderately in Bcr-Abl overexpressing K562 cell xenografts (human immortalized myelogenous leukemia cells, Figure 10b-d) [127] . [ 18 F]SKI696 was synthesized by reacting 1-bromo-2-[ 18 F]fluoroethane with precursor 32. Despite detectable tumor uptake (1.2% ± 0.4%ID/g, 60 min p.i.), unfavorable tumor-to-background ratio and high radioactivity uptake in the abdominal cavity were observed (Figure 10d ). More recently, preclinical imaging of [ 18 F]SKI696 (also identified as [ 18 F]STI-575) was revisited by Peng and colleagues [128] . This study confirmed the previous K562 xenografts findings and showed similarly low uptake profile in c-Kit expressing U87WT tumor-bearing mice. In the absence of a clear imaging rationale for Bcr-Abl targeting in CML, and a potentially limited applicability to c-Kit-positive gastrointestinal stromal tumor (GIST), for which imatinib is also approved for therapy, none of these radioligands were clinically validated. Imatinib was the first FDA approved kinase inhibitor and initially approved for the treatment of CML via Bcr-Abl inhibiton. Imatinib also strongly inhibits c-Kit and PDGFR but shows a fairly good selectivity outside those targets. The DFG-out binding mode of imatinib was a serendipitous discovery that served as a foundation in the development of inhibitors targeting inactive kinase conformations [1] . The initial [ 11 C]imatinib PET study delineated biodistribution and pharmacokinetic data including low brain uptake compatible with active transporter efflux in baboons, but was not followed by advanced preclinical experiments using tumor-bearing mice (Figure 10a ) [124] . Instead, [ 18 F]SKI696, a fluorinated imatinib surrogate [125] , and [ 124 I]SKI230 [126] , were both developed and shown to accumulate moderately in Bcr-Abl overexpressing K562 cell xenografts (human immortalized myelogenous leukemia cells, Figure 10b-d) [127] . [ 18 F]SKI696 was synthesized by reacting 1-bromo-2-[ 18 F]fluoroethane with precursor 32. Despite detectable tumor uptake (1.2%˘0.4%ID/g, 60 min p.i.), unfavorable tumor-to-background ratio and high radioactivity uptake in the abdominal cavity were observed (Figure 10d ). More recently, preclinical imaging of [ 18 F]SKI696 (also identified as [ 18 F]STI-575) was revisited by Peng and colleagues [128] . This study confirmed the previous K562 xenografts findings and showed similarly low uptake profile in c-Kit expressing U87WT tumor-bearing mice. In the absence of a clear imaging rationale for Bcr-Abl targeting in CML, and a potentially limited applicability to c-Kit-positive gastrointestinal stromal tumor (GIST), for which imatinib is also approved for therapy, none of these radioligands were clinically validated.
unfavorable tumor-to-background ratio and high radioactivity uptake in the abdominal cavity were observed (Figure 10d ). More recently, preclinical imaging of [ 18 F]SKI696 (also identified as [ 18 F]STI-575) was revisited by Peng and colleagues [128] . This study confirmed the previous K562 xenografts findings and showed similarly low uptake profile in c-Kit expressing U87WT tumor-bearing mice. In the absence of a clear imaging rationale for Bcr-Abl targeting in CML, and a potentially limited applicability to c-Kit-positive gastrointestinal stromal tumor (GIST), for which imatinib is also approved for therapy, none of these radioligands were clinically validated. Type-I Abl inhibitors such as dasatinib (Sprycel , Bristol-Myers Squibb) have also been approved for clinical applications. Contrary to imatinib, dasatinib is a highly promiscuous inhibitor, especially within the tyrosine kinase class [27, 28] . [ 18 F]SKI249380, a potent 18 F-fluorodeoxy dasatinib derivative, was initially validated in K562 tumor xenografts and in a dosimetry study (Figure 11a ) [129, 130] . Tumor uptakes were similar to [ 18 F]SKI696 using the same preclinical paradigm (~1%ID/g). However, [ 18 F]SKI249380 is currently under investigation in a clinical trial for potential diagnostic imaging in a wide range of solid tumors [131] . Although the promiscuity of [ 18 F]SKI249380, which likely mimics that of dasatinib, may lead to a wider applicability of the tracer, it may likely be challenging in this context to extrapolate reliable data regarding specific kinase biomarkers. However, such an encompassing study design may help to experimentally identify select cases where a multi-targeted probe like [ 18 F]SKI249380 can be applicable. The results of this trial will provide a first insight into the clinical potential of radiolabeled promiscuous kinase inhibitors for diagnostic PET imaging.
Molecules 2015, 20, page-page Type-I Abl inhibitors such as dasatinib (Sprycel ® , Bristol-Myers Squibb) have also been approved for clinical applications. Contrary to imatinib, dasatinib is a highly promiscuous inhibitor, especially within the tyrosine kinase class [27, 28] . [ 18 F]SKI249380, a potent 18 F-fluorodeoxy dasatinib derivative, was initially validated in K562 tumor xenografts and in a dosimetry study (Figure 11a) [129, 130] . Tumor uptakes were similar to [ 18 F]SKI696 using the same preclinical paradigm (~1%ID/g). However, [ 18 F]SKI249380 is currently under investigation in a clinical trial for potential diagnostic imaging in a wide range of solid tumors [131] . Although the promiscuity of [ 18 F]SKI249380, which likely mimics that of dasatinib, may lead to a wider applicability of the tracer, it may likely be challenging in this context to extrapolate reliable data regarding specific kinase biomarkers. However, such an encompassing study design may help to experimentally identify select cases where a multi-targeted probe like [ 18 F]SKI249380 can be applicable. The results of this trial will provide a first insight into the clinical potential of radiolabeled promiscuous kinase inhibitors for diagnostic PET imaging. This 18 F-dasatinib derivative has also been shown to favorably image CNS tumors in a PDGFB driven model of high-grade glioma using a nanocarrier-encapsulated formulation platform (4.9% ± 0.9%ID/g, 60 min p.i. with micelle encapsulation, and 3.5% ± 0.6%ID/g, 60 min p.i. with liposome encapsulation Figure 11b) [132] . A liposome nanoparticle encapsulation strategy was also demonstrated to be favorable by Medina and colleagues [100] in the imaging of A431 xenografts with the EGFR inhibitor [ 124 I]SKI 243. Those results constitute some of the highest tumor uptakes observed in preclinical models so far with radiolabled kinase inhibitors. Hence, liposomal or micellar radiotracer delivery may be a favorable avenue for radiolabled kinase inhibitors imaging [133] .
Other efforts for the in vivo imaging of tyrosine kinases have been directed at the tropomyosin receptor kinases family (TrkA, TrkB and TrkC) (Figure 12) [134,135] , the mesenchymal-epithelial transition receptor (MET) [136] and Ephrin type-B receptor 4 (EphB4) (Figure 13 ) [137] . This 18 F-dasatinib derivative has also been shown to favorably image CNS tumors in a PDGFB driven model of high-grade glioma using a nanocarrier-encapsulated formulation platform (4.9%˘0.9%ID/g, 60 min p.i. with micelle encapsulation, and 3.5%˘0.6%ID/g, 60 min p.i. with liposome encapsulation Figure 11b) [132] . A liposome nanoparticle encapsulation strategy was also demonstrated to be favorable by Medina and colleagues [100] in the imaging of A431 xenografts with the EGFR inhibitor [ 124 I]SKI 243. Those results constitute some of the highest tumor uptakes observed in preclinical models so far with radiolabled kinase inhibitors. Hence, liposomal or micellar radiotracer delivery may be a favorable avenue for radiolabled kinase inhibitors imaging [133] .
Other efforts for the in vivo imaging of tyrosine kinases have been directed at the tropomyosin receptor kinases family (TrkA, TrkB and TrkC) (Figure 12 ) [134, 135] , the mesenchymal-epithelial transition receptor (MET) [136] and Ephrin type-B receptor 4 (EphB4) (Figure 13 ) [137] .
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This Figure 11b) [132] . A liposome nanoparticle encapsulation strategy was also demonstrated to be favorable by Medina and colleagues [100] in the imaging of A431 xenografts with the EGFR inhibitor [ 124 I]SKI 243. Those results constitute some of the highest tumor uptakes observed in preclinical models so far with radiolabled kinase inhibitors. Hence, liposomal or micellar radiotracer delivery may be a favorable avenue for radiolabled kinase inhibitors imaging [133] .
Other efforts for the in vivo imaging of tyrosine kinases have been directed at the tropomyosin receptor kinases family (TrkA, TrkB and TrkC) (Figure 12 ) [134, 135] , the mesenchymal-epithelial transition receptor (MET) [136] and Ephrin type-B receptor 4 (EphB4) (Figure 13 ) [137] . The TrkA/B/C family consists of three structurally analogous tyrosine kinases with pivotal significance in embryonic development and post-natal maintenance of the mammalian nervous system as well as in neurodegenerative diseases [138] . Those receptors are associated with aggressive tumor phenotypes in a set of neurogenic and non-neurogenic neoplasms including neuroblastoma and pancreatic cancer and constitute an emerging kinase class targeted in clinical trials using kinase inhibitors [139] . Two recent studies have reported radiolabeled inhibitors targeting TrkA/B/C for dual application for CNS Trk expression assessment and potentially tumor imaging. A series of derivatives of the highly potent and selective pan-Trk inhibitor GW441756 were designed and synthesized. Two radiotracers ensuing from a structure activity relationship study were labeled and evaluated (Figure 12a ) [134] . Both tracers showed highly specific accumulation in rat brain and TrkB-expressing human neuroblastoma sections in vitro (Figure 12b,c) . While Figure 12e ) [135] . Although no in vivo data were provided, [ 18 F]40 was shown to retain the pronounced selectivity of GW2580 [27, 28] and constitutes one of the most selective radiolabeled kinase inhibitors identified to date (no additional activity at 3 μM on a 442 kinases panel). Both Single tracers for EphB4 and MET have also been reported for tumor imaging. Compound [ 18 F]41 did not show tumor uptake in EphB4-overexpressing tumors vs. control despite good metabolic stability. The authors of this study have suggested that the lack of tumor uptake could be due to a lack of selectivity combined with insufficient potency [136] . The second generation MET inhibitor SU11274 was also labeled and evaluated in a MET-positive NCI-H1975 xenograft. The tumor uptakes were only 1.35-fold higher compared to the uptake in a MET-negative NCI-H520 xenograft model and overall very low (<0.4 SUV). This tracer was not further investigated since its original publication [136] .
Radiolabeled Serine/Threonine Kinase Inhibitors
Serine and threonine kinases include various potential and validated therapeutic targets with The TrkA/B/C family consists of three structurally analogous tyrosine kinases with pivotal significance in embryonic development and post-natal maintenance of the mammalian nervous system as well as in neurodegenerative diseases [138] . Those receptors are associated with aggressive tumor phenotypes in a set of neurogenic and non-neurogenic neoplasms including neuroblastoma and pancreatic cancer and constitute an emerging kinase class targeted in clinical trials using kinase inhibitors [139] . Two recent studies have reported radiolabeled inhibitors targeting TrkA/B/C for dual application for CNS Trk expression assessment and potentially tumor imaging. A series of derivatives of the highly potent and selective pan-Trk inhibitor GW441756 were designed and synthesized. Two radiotracers ensuing from a structure activity relationship study were labeled and evaluated (Figure 12a ) [134] . Both tracers showed highly specific accumulation in rat brain and TrkB-expressing human neuroblastoma sections in vitro (Figure 12b Figure 12e ) [135] . Although no in vivo data were provided, [ 18 F]40 was shown to retain the pronounced selectivity of GW2580 [27, 28] and constitutes one of the most selective radiolabeled kinase inhibitors identified to date (no additional activity at 3 µM on a 442 kinases panel). Both Single tracers for EphB4 and MET have also been reported for tumor imaging. Compound [ 18 F]41 did not show tumor uptake in EphB4-overexpressing tumors vs. control despite good metabolic stability. The authors of this study have suggested that the lack of tumor uptake could be due to a lack of selectivity combined with insufficient potency [136] . The second generation MET inhibitor SU11274 was also labeled and evaluated in a MET-positive NCI-H1975 xenograft. The tumor uptakes were only 1.35-fold higher compared to the uptake in a MET-negative NCI-H520 xenograft model and overall very low (<0.4 SUV). This tracer was not further investigated since its original publication [136] .
Serine and threonine kinases include various potential and validated therapeutic targets with key roles in human cancers (e.g., B-Raf [140] , PIM kinases [141] , aurora kinases [142] , mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR) [143] ) and in the pathophysiology of neurodegenerative conditions including Alzheimer's and Parkinson's diseases (e.g., glycogen synthase kinase-3 (GSK-3) [144] ). Early work towards radiolabeled serine/threonine kinases were centered mostly on poorly selective, staurosporine-based protein kinase A, B and C inhibitors [81, [145] [146] [147] [148] . Currently, GSK-3α/β constitute the most pursued serine/threonine targets with different research groups developing radiolabeled inhibitors for CNS imaging. Early work by Vasdev et al. led to the synthesis of [methyl-11 C]AR-A014418 [149] . Despite poor brain penetration of [methyl-11 C]AR-A014418, observed both at baseline and in the presence of a P-gp inhibitor [31, 149] , a second radiosynthesis, used as a platform to establish a novel approach to unsymmetrical [carbonyl-11 C]ureas using [ 11 C]CO 2 , was devised and led to the synthesis of [carbonyl-11 C]AR-A014418 (Figure 14a ) [150] . This approach relies on the reaction of a reactive amine with [ 11 C]CO 2 followed by dehydration using POCl 3 and subsequent addition of a second amine component [151] .
In a distinct study, Cole et al., reported the synthesis and in vivo evaluation of [ 11 C]PyrATP-1, a high affinity selective pyrazine-based GSK-3β inhibitor [152] . In spite of apparently favorable properties for brain penetration, [ 11 C]PyrATP-1 failed to display any appreciable brain uptake in both rodents and rhesus macaques. In a recent study, Kumata and colleagues have investigated a series a three novel GSK-3 β 11 C-labeled inhibitors corresponding to the different oxidation states of a benzofuran scaffold, specifically [ [153] . This study found a 2-fold higher brain penetration for two out of the three tested tracers in a mouse model of cold water stress associated with increased GSK-3β expression. The study also provided a preliminary validation of the potential of those tracers for imaging ([ 11 C]45 and ([ 11 C]47). In addition to those studies, two groups have worked towards the synthesis and in vivo validation of [ 11 C]SB-216763, the radiolabeled version of a tool GSK-3 maleimide inhibitor. The synthesis of [ 11 C]SB-216763 was first reported using a two steps approach making use of a maleic anhydride precursor followed by conversion into the corresponding maleimide once the 11 C-methylation was completed on the indole moiety (Figure 14b ) [154] . Although reported RCYs with this approach were 20%-30% (d.c.), no in vivo data were provided as part of this study. Then, Li et al., provided a detailed radiosynthetic investigation which led to the development of a more reliable route towards [ 11 C]SB-216763 in light of problems reproducing the previous synthetic method due to a [3 + 3]-sigmatropic shift observed when starting from precursor 48 as previously described [155] . Therefore, [ 11 C]SB-216763 was obtained from the protected precursor 50. Although this method only delivers [ 11 C]SB-216763 in 1% RCY (185-200 MBq non d.c., 150-350 GBq/µmol), this was sufficient to carry out a detailed preclinical imaging study which revealed that the radiotracer shows good brain penetration in both rodent and primate (SUV max rodent = 2.5, 3 min p.i. and SUV max rodent = 1.9, 5 min p.i., Figure 14c ). No blocking data were provided. Nevertheless, [ 11 C]SB-216763 is currently the primary lead for GSK-3 PET imaging.
observed when starting from precursor 48 as previously described [155] . Therefore, [ 11 C]SB-216763 was obtained from the protected precursor 50. Although this method only delivers [ 11 C]SB-216763 in 1% RCY (185-200 MBq non d.c., 150-350 GBq/μmol), this was sufficient to carry out a detailed preclinical imaging study which revealed that the radiotracer shows good brain penetration in both rodent and primate (SUVmax rodent = 2.5, 3 min p.i. and SUVmax rodent = 1.9, 5 min p.i., Figure 14c) . No blocking data were provided. Nevertheless, [ 11 C]SB-216763 is currently the primary lead for GSK-3 PET imaging. In recent years, a number of other serine/threonine kinase targets have been investigated using radiolabeled inhibitors and characterized in vivo, including rho-kinases (ROCKs), cyclin-dependent kinase 4 (CDK4), B-Raf and most recently aurora kinase A (AURKA). The radiosynthesis of the ROCKs inhibitor [ 11 C]51 (N-[ 11 C]methyl-hydroxyfasudil), a derivative from the potent Rho-kinases fasudil, was first reported by Valdivia et al. (Figure 15a ) [156] . This radiotracer was then used in a preclinical in vivo model for brain imaging and in a preliminary in vitro study measuring Rho kinase activity in hypertrophied cardiomyocytes [157, 158] . Although [ 11 C]51 displayed limited applicability for brain imaging due to poor brain penetration [157] , it was shown to correlate with Rho-kinase expression in vitro in hypertrophied cardiomyocytes and may be appropriate in this context [158] . The 124 I-labeled Cdk4 inhibitors [ 124 I]52 and [ 124 I]53 were also synthesized and characterized as potential tumor imaging agents due to the role of Cdks in cell proliferation in cancer. Unfortunately, negligible tumor uptake was observed in FaDu tumor xenografts [159] . The clinical validation of other serine/threonine kinases such as B-raf with driver mutation V600E has motivated the development and subsequent In recent years, a number of other serine/threonine kinase targets have been investigated using radiolabeled inhibitors and characterized in vivo, including rho-kinases (ROCKs), cyclin-dependent kinase 4 (CDK4), B-Raf and most recently aurora kinase A (AURKA). The radiosynthesis of the ROCKs inhibitor [ 11 C]51 (N-[ 11 C]methyl-hydroxyfasudil), a derivative from the potent Rho-kinases fasudil, was first reported by Valdivia et al. (Figure 15a ) [156] . This radiotracer was then used in a preclinical in vivo model for brain imaging and in a preliminary in vitro study measuring Rho kinase activity in hypertrophied cardiomyocytes [157, 158] . Although [ 11 C]51 displayed limited applicability for brain imaging due to poor brain penetration [157] , it was shown to correlate with Rho-kinase expression in vitro in hypertrophied cardiomyocytes and may be appropriate in this context [158] . The 124 I-labeled Cdk4 inhibitors [ 124 I]52 and [ 124 I]53 were also synthesized and characterized as potential tumor imaging agents due to the role of Cdks in cell proliferation in cancer. Unfortunately, negligible tumor uptake was observed in FaDu tumor xenografts [159] . The clinical validation of other serine/threonine kinases such as B-raf with driver mutation V600E has motivated the development and subsequent PET biodistribution study in mice of [carbonyl-11 C]CEP-32496 ([ 11 C]54) [160] , an isotopologue of an inhibitor currently in clinical development and more recently [ 11 C]vemurafenib (Figure 15b ) [161] . The inhibitor [carbonyl-11 C]CEP-32496 was synthesized using [ 11 C]phosgene and brain accumulation was shown to be significantly influenced by ABCB1/ABCG2 using wild-type and Abcb1a/1b;Abcg2´{´mice (8-fold higher accumulation in Abcb1a/1b;Abcg2´{´vs. wild-type mice) (Figure 15c ) [160] . Most recently, Goos et al., described the first radiolabeled aurora kinase A inhibitor using the selective phase 3 inhibitor alisertib (MLN8237) (Figure 15d ) [162] . The radiotracer was characterized in three tumor models (A431, HCT116 and MKN45) and Abcb1a/1b´{´mice. [ 11 C]Alisertib accumulated in xenografts according to AURKA expression levels with highest albeit still modest tumor uptake and tumor-to-background ratios in A431 tumor (1.9%˘0.2%ID/g at 25 p.i., 2.3˘0.8 ratio at 90 min p.i.). In addition, both cellular assays using [ 3 H]alisertib and PET imaging in Abcb1a/1´{´mice with [ 11 C]alisertib indicated that alisertib is a P-gp substrate.
Multiple additional serine/threonine kinase inhibitors have been recently radiolabeled. These have been aimed at both previously investigated and novel targets including Rho-kinases, Cdk2, PI3K, mTOR, p38α mitogen-activated protein kinase, PKC and PIM1 (Figure 16 ) [163] [164] [165] [166] [167] [168] [169] [170] [171] . However, these reports have only described radiosynthetic work without in vitro or in vivo validations so far.
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Concluding Remarks
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Significant progress and diversification has been achieved in recent years in the field of radiolabeled kinase inhibitors for PET imaging. Recent research has illustrated advances towards prospective imaging applications including: (1) the clinical validation of target expression as a potential predictor of patients' response to kinase inhibitor treatment using isotopologues of approved inhibitors; (2) the preclinical validation of tumor or tissue engagement during drug development using advanced radiolabeled leads and (3) the visualization and quantification of kinases for tumor, CNS and cardiac imaging with tool inhibitors exclusively developed as radiotracers, outside of a drug development rationale. Despite promising clinical proof-of-concept studies, the successful application for topic (1) remains largely to be established. However, the usefulness of radiolabeled kinase inhibitors for drug development (2) and for the validation of kinase expression and density in preclinical settings (3) has become increasingly evident in recent years.
So far, only isotopologues of approved inhibitors or advanced leads have reached a clinical evaluation stage. While the radiolabeling of approved compounds enjoys the obvious advantages of a facilitated clinical translation, such a strategy presents some shortcomings as illustrated recently. The potentially negative influence of non-optimized or suboptimal ABCB1/ABCG2 efflux, often encountered within approved kinase inhibitors, was illustrated preclinically with the example of the development of [ 11 C]erlotinib despite initial promising imaging results. As far as EGFR imaging is concerned, reliable PET data should be attainable with novel generations of inhibitors such as [ 11 C]AZD3759. Such compounds will likely be investigated and should enable both peripheral and CNS metastasis imaging, although it may also lead to unwanted brain exposure during peripheral tumor imaging. To avoid problems relating to saturable ABCB1/ABCG2 transporters, the inclusion of imaging experiments using Abcb1a/1b;Abcg2´{´mice in early developmental steps was shown to be a valuable tool. Selectivity is another parameter which is often suboptimal amongst approved inhibitors when considering PET imaging applications. Although a promiscuous or multi-targeted inhibitor may accumulate in a predefined tumor model, ultimately, tumor heterogeneity compounded with the lack of selectivity is likely to lead to tumor uptake data which will be challenging to interpret. Most kinase inhibitors are approved for patients with tumors overexpressing specific kinases or harboring specific mutations, even though the kinase inhibitor treatment may lead to cross interactions with other oncologically relevant or non-relevant kinases. Ultimately in this context, PET imaging with non-selective inhibitors will potentially limit any useful information that could be gained regarding expression levels specifically related to a biomarker on which the treatment decision should be made. Whereas the development of inhibitors for therapy based on the multi-targeted selectivity principle is established and may offer a safe compromise between efficacy and potential toxicity, this principle is difficult to reconcile with the microdosing nature of PET imaging experiments [172] . Furthermore, such polypharmacology may have unpredictable in vivo outcomes at microdose levels due to the wide range of K M ATP values found among kinases. Selective kinase inhibitors have been identified for various kinase targets and could constitute a more favorable starting point in the development of radiolabeled inhibitors [173] . Those compounds exist, but are normally not pursued as therapeutics due to a high risk of inefficacy following mutation events. The wider availability of comprehensive kinase screening should also facilitate compound selection in terms of selectivity for radiotracer development.
The question of whether or not type II inhibitors tend to exhibit better selectivity than type I inhibitors has been subjected to some debate recently [7, 10, 174] . However, an important observation to bear in mind, as illustrated by the seminal work of Knight and Shokat [26] , is that type II inhibitors are less susceptible to ATP competition ensuing from the high intracellular ATP concentration (1-5 mM) compared to type I inhibitors. This is mirrored by K M ATP values, which reflect the affinity for a given kinase towards ATP, and which have been measured for different kinases in both the activated and inactivated states. More generally, K M ATP values among the kinome vary widely. Whereas numerous protein kinases show K M ATP values in the low µM range, other display values in some instances up to a 1000-fold higher (for example mTOR). Those discrepancies are important for the development of ATP competitive radiolabeled inhibitors as they imply that certain kinase targets will be intrinsically more challenging to image than others. Type II inhibitors were also shown to display longer residence times compared to type I inhibitors [175] [176] [177] . However, it is also important to recognize that type II inhibitors tend to engage the allosteric site via a strong H-bond-based interaction with the DFG motif which often results in additional polar moieties (e.g., ureas, amides). In theory, this can be detrimental for membrane and BBB penetration at microdosing within the timeframe of PET experiments. While non-ATP competitive inhibitors would be advantageous for imaging, such compounds a rare and often do not display sufficient affinity for imaging applications [178, 179] . In brief, those challenges relating to binding modes should be explored in more detail in coming years as they may have a strong impact on the outcome and the success of radiolabeled kinase inhibitors.
Finally, it is important to recognize that radiolabeled kinase inhibitors for oncological applications have attained relatively marginal tumor-to-background ratios compared to other radiotracer classes in the same context (e.g., metabolic radiotracers, radiolabeled antibodies and radiolabeled peptides). Further efforts in this area should be encouraged and recent studies illustrating the efficacy of nanoformulations and multivalency derivatization using the longer lived isotope copper-64 should be evaluated carefully and explored. The intrinsic lipophilicity of small molecule kinase inhibitors and high uptakes in excretory organs of such compounds is also likely to limit the application of this class of imaging agents to visualize metastatic lesions, especially in the liver. Importantly, the large chemical space covered by kinase inhibitors is at the same time an enormous opportunity and a possible liability for radiotracer development. The knowledge that only a minuscule fraction of those compounds will be suitable as radiotracers should motivate careful and stringent selection criteria, with the inclusion of considerations well beyond the important questions of radiolabel position, metabolic susceptibility and favorable basic physico-chemical properties. As discussed, these considerations should include the nature of the target in relation with K M ATP , the nature of the binding mode selected, the selectivity profile and the efflux transporter susceptibility (such as ABCB1/ABCG2). That being said, those challenges will likely be addressed as part of future advances. The current rapid expansion of kinase inhibitors as a drug class for cancer treatment and the emerging opportunities outside oncology should offer ample areas to further validate the utility of radiolabeled kinase inhibitors in coming years.
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